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The Star-Formation Law at GMC 

Scales

The star-formation law relates the surface density

of total gas with star-formation rate (SFR), in the

form [1,2]

ΣSFR ∝ Σgas
𝑁

with N~1.4. However, more recent work has shown

that molecular gas drives star-formation more than

the total gas [3], and that at high-resolution, the

classic ‘Kennicutt-Schmidt’ relation breaks down

[4,5]. Local Group galaxy M33 is an ideal test bed

for these high-resolution studies, as it is nearby

(840kpc away [6]), and actively star-forming across

its disk [7], with a high star-formation efficiency.

We have combined archival data from a

variety of both ground- and space-based

observatories with new, deep, high-resolution

SCUBA-2 observations to probe the star-formation

law at the scales of individual star-forming regions

(giant molecular clouds, or GMCs; 100pc) in a

pixel-by-pixel fashion, and investigated the scale

dependence on the star-formation relation.

Key Results

When we fit to individual pixels at various spatial scales, we see a strong 

scale dependence on the fitted Schmidt index (Fig. 1). At these sub-kpc 

regions, a stronger correlation between molecular gas than our other gas 

tracers is seen.
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Fig. 1: Surface density of gas and SFR for our three gas tracers (molecular, total gas 

and total gas from dust) for a variety of spatial scales. In each case, we highlight the 

Spearman correlation coefficient and the slope of the fitted Schmidt index, N.
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A Dust-Selected GMC Catalogue

Stars, ultimately, are believed to form in the dense molecular gas inside

molecular clouds [8,9]. These clouds are often identified using CO, as cold

molecular hydrogen is impossible to trace; how well CO traces the bulk

molecular gas, especially in low-metallicity environments, is a matter of some

debate [10].

In this work, we take an alternative approach, instead using the cold

dust continuum emission, which has been shown to be linked to the molecular

gas of a galaxy [11,12,13]. Our new SCUBA-2 observations allow us to probe

the peak of the cold dust SED at resolutions of 70pc, similar to the size of

some of the larger GMCs.

Key Results

We find a total of 165 clouds, which have sizes from 46-280pc, and a median

size of 105pc. They have dust temperatures between 17 and 32K, somewhat

higher than in the diffuse ISM, due to their ongoing star-formation. The cloud

masses range from 104 to 107 M⊙, and form massive clouds significantly less

efficiently than in other nearby galaxies (such as the MW and M31).

Comparing the location of these clouds with earlier CO surveys (Fig.

2), we find that in the centre of the galaxy we have a good correspondence

between our clouds and these earlier studies. However, at large galactocentric

radii (>4kpc), there are a dearth of CO clouds which we do not see in the dust.

This may be due to a larger fraction of CO-dark gas at larger distances, and CO

being a poorer tracer of the molecular gas in these low-metallicity environments.

Fig. 2: Comparison between earlier 

GMC studies of M33, overlaid on the 

SCUBA-2 450μm data. The red 

contours show our dust-selected 

GMCs, the blue crosses from CO(2-1) 

data [14], and the blue circles from    

CO(1-0) observations [15].
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Take-Home Messages: The Star-

Formation Law at GMC Scales

• Correlations between molecular gas and SFR

remain strong down to 100pc regions.

• There is a strong scale dependence on the

Schmidt index, highlighting the evolutionary

diversity of star-forming regions within the galaxy!

Take-Home Messages: A Dust-Selected 

GMC Catalogue

• M33 is forming GMCs significantly more inefficiently than

other local spiral galaxies.

• The dust continuum emission may offer a more

representative view of the molecular gas content,

particularly in low-metallicity environments.
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